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"When plunder becomes a way of life for a group of men living together in society, they create for themselves
in the course of time a legal system that authorizes it and a moral code that justifies it."

Frederic Bastiat
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A must-read from the Washington Times: The era of big government has returned with a vengeance ...
Will Obama get on board with the growing number of Democrats who think the Bush tax cuts need to be
extended? In other words, is PrezBO ready to be president?
Here is what Republicans think of Barack Obama. For starters, a majority of Republicans believe he is a socialist.
Here are just a few reasons why taxing the rich won't work.
Harry Reid has stepped up his rhetoric, accusing the GOP of undermining national security.
Obama admits that he broke his campaign promise by not airing healthcare negotiations on C-SPAN.
The Obama budget wants to increase taxes on oil companies. We will see if that one sticks.
Las Vegas wants Obama to back off. Las Vegas isn't alone.
Fox News has 13 of the top 15 programs on cable news. It is also the only cable news operation that grew in
2009. There's a reason for this. Watched CNN lately? This has just gotta piss the libs off.
A conservative civil liberties group is challenging the constitutionality of the recently enacted federal hate
crimes law.
This is a great interview with information that every American needs to know about our national debt.
Guaranteed job security for Rahm Emanuel. Thanks Sarah!
The Wall Street Journal argues that the deficit has grown so large and persistent that it is becoming a national
security threat.
Yesterday Barack Obama proposed a $30 billion fund to encourage community banks to lend to small
businesses.
How many millions of dollars does it take the federal government to weatherize just 47 homes in Texas? Talk
about an outrage.
Reason Magazine highlights the growing entitlement class of government bureaucrats.
Darwin lives. This Boston Legal actor doesn't. Not wearing seatbelt.
Darwin again. "Hey y'all! Watch this! Watch me chug this booze until I pass out!" At least he was 21.
There's a lesson to be learned here ... New Hampshire has a low unemployment rate primarily because it has
zero income taxes, zero sales taxes and few government regulations on businesses.
Here's an exclusive from Fox Business on how federal officials ignored red flags and warnings on an imminent
housing collapse.
If you are more of a visual person, here are seven charts worth $1 trillion.
Holy bear scat! Can you believe this blithering idiot?
The GOP put together this little video on the Democrat rhetoric on jobs versus reality.
Citizens Against Government Waste has named Barney Frank its official first Porker of the Month for 2010.
The United States ... where healthcare is so bad, even top Canadian officials come here for heart surgery.
Finally ... an entry for our Mother of the Year award.
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